The Mediators’ Institute of Ireland
The Mediators Institute of Ireland (The MII) is the
professional institute for Mediators in Ireland and accredits
Mediators and mediation training.

Mediation belongs to the parties
The disputing parties control the content
and the outcome of the mediation.

Established in 1992, the mission of the MII is to promote the
use of quality mediation by ensuring the highest standards of
education, training and professional practice.

Why choose an MII Mediator?
MII accredited Mediators work throughout Ireland, Northern
Ireland, the UK and further afield.
Practising MII Mediators have a high standard of training and
accreditation that meet international professional standards.

Disagreement?
conflict?

How do I find the right Mediator?

The MII is a not-for-profit organisation.

Problem Need Solving?

For a listing of available MII accredited Mediators and
access to their profiles, go to Find a Mediator on the MII
web site at www.themii.ie. You may search by location,
name, speciality (e.g. Commercial, Family, etc.), or key
word (e.g. Construction; Separating Couple; Healthcare
etc.). Each profile outlines the Mediator’s specific
qualifications, training and experience.

If you have any queries or require further information
please contact the Mediators’ Institute of Ireland.

All Mediators holding a current MII Practising Certificate
have been subject to skills assessment, have a compulsory
programme of Continuing Professional Development and
are bound by the MII Code of Ethics and Practice (www.
themii.ie/code-of-ethics.jsp). They are also required to have
appropriate professional indemnity insurance in place and
are subject to independent regulation.

Swift Settlement
Mediation can be scheduled soon after
a dispute arises and following the premediation meetings, can often be concluded
in a single day or a few sessions.
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Unresolved issues?

What is Mediation?
Mediation is a voluntary process of conflict resolution that allows the parties in dispute
the opportunity to address their issues in a confidential and private environment.

How can mediation help?

Is my situation suitable for mediation?

Mediators are trained in conflict resolution skills and
techniques. They provide a safe, confidential environment
with the expertise needed to give people the best possible
opportunity to resolve their difficulties.

There are many different areas of dispute in which mediation
is effective, and MII accredited Mediators work in diverse
areas of conflict resolution and preventative mediation
including:

How successful is mediation?
Mediation is effective in:
single-issue and multi-issue disputes;
two-people or multi-party conflicts;
developing innovative and sustainable solutions when
parties are willing but stuck;
as a preventive intervention early in a conflict;
as a last-ditch effort to avoid further costly and public
litigation.
The mediation process improves communication, narrows
outstanding issues, defuses emotions and defines areas of
agreement. Where statistics exist for mediation they show a
success rate averaging 80%.

Lower Cost
Both in monetary and personal terms,
mediation is inexpensive compared to
investigation or litigation.

Commercial and Civil Mediation:
Breach of contract; allegations of professional negligence;
insurance disputes; construction disputes; goods/service
disputes; small business disputes; lender/borrower disputes.
Community Mediation:
Neighbour disputes; environmental, local amenity and
planning disputes; parent-teacher and student-student
conflicts; intercultural disputes; restorative justice.

Protection of Privacy
Solutions to difficult problems can be
achieved quietly and without negative impact
on reputation.
Family Mediation:
Family and succession disputes; custody/access issues;
guardianship disputes; separating couples/parenting issues;
maintenance disputes; adult child-parent disputes; intersibling issues.
Workplace Mediation:
Interpersonal disputes; allegations of bullying and
harassment; intercultural issues: difficulties arising from
organisational change; performance issues; unfair dismissal
cases; IR disputes.

Less Adversarial
Mediation is an interest-based process based
on consensus and collaborative agreement.

Elder Mediation:
Age related issues including: provision of care; living
arrangements; work/retirement planning/decisions; medical
decisions; relationship issues; nursing home decisions;
rehabilitation plans; end-of-life decisions.
Peacebuilding and Reconciliation:
Inter-community and intercultural conflicts.

Creative Solutions
Mediation allows for creative solutions which
may not be available in other processes.

Preservation of Relationships
Mediation works towards lasting solutions for the disputing
parties, and where there is an ongoing relationship, places
significant emphasis of how
the parties will engage in
the future.

